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Introduction
We present an interface for efficient searching in learner corpora with annotated errors that is built into the corpus querying tool Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et. al., 2004).

We describe the data format needed for an annotated learner corpus, which allows for nested errors of different types as well as correction mark-up. Then, we show a specialized web user interface designed for searching learner error corpora.

The Sketch Engine
The Sketch Engine is a powerful corpus querying tool used by lexicographers, language teachers and language learners throughout the world. Its main functions are:

• a concordancer that allows querying in an extended CQL (corpus query language) syntax (Jakubíček et al., 2010) and provides also a simplified and intuitive querying interface for users that are not familiar with CQL
• a word list feature that allows listing of words from the corpus according to various criteria, including extracting keywords from a sub-corpus and also allows for frequency lists of meta-data (such as domain of the documents)
• a word sketch feature that provides one-page, automatic, corpus-derived summary of a word’s grammatical and collocational behaviour
• a statistical thesaurus based on the collocations given by the word sketches

All of these features are available as a web service at http://www.sketchengine.co.uk, together with preloaded corpora for more than 50 languages and a system that allows building user corpora.

Learner Corpora
Based on a customer requirement, a new functionality has been added into Sketch Engine that facilitates work with learner corpora marked for errors and corrections. Together with the newly implemented features, learner corpora can be very useful for language teachers and authors of course books to discover common types of errors and characteristic patterns of text where people tend to make errors. In the following, we will illustrate the usage of error corpora within the system.

Source Data
Usually, the Sketch Engine system requires a vertical format (word-per-line with possibly more columns for lemmas, tags etc. and the structure XML-like mark-up) as the source data format. The errors are marked up using <err> and <corr> tags for errors and their corrections respectively. The type of error can be specified with the type attribute of either of the tags. An example of a small source text is shown in Figure 1.

Searching possibilities
The display of the error mark-up in the concordance lines can be highly customized – the system can display the full mark-up, as in the source vertical file, or an abbreviation for readability. In Figure 2, we show what the concordance lines can look like for the data from Figure 1. Using the frequency
function, users are able to obtain the frequency distribution of e.g. error types for a given query. From this result, the concordance can be filtered for a particular error type. It is also possible to get the error type frequency distribution for the whole corpus or a sub-corpus.

We have developed a special query interface for the users that translates the commonest queries for learner corpora into CQL (words within the error, words within the correction or type of the error – see Figure 3) so that the users do not have to use the CQL themselves.

Error mark-up can be exploited in the Word Sketch or Thesaurus functions to produce word sketches specific for error mark-up. We hope to explore this in future work.

We have introduced a powerful tool for searching learner corpora with annotated errors. We described its potential and gave examples of its use. We hope the tool will prove useful for those working with learner corpora, language teachers and authors of the learner books.
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